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NSX AND PALO ALTO NETWORKS 
COMBINED SOLUTION 	  

The modern data centre has ever-increasing 
demands for throughput and performance, 
and the security infrastructure required to 
protect and segment the network must be 
able to meet those demands.  

There is still a fair amount of confusion surrounding 
Software Defined Networking attributed to a mixture of 
mindsets, resistance to change, and concerns around the 
cost and effort involved. Much of this confusion stems 
from varying interpretations, the perceived notion of 
relinquishing control and security concerns, all of which 
need to cater for a range of factors involved in each 
specific business. 

To best utilize the new capabilities of a Software Defined 
Data Centre while providing maximum transparency and 
performance, the underlying physical network must scale 
linearly and programmatically interface in a seamless 
manner with new network virtualization capabilities with 
very little contention and minimal end-to-end latency. 

IGX Global and the integrated solutions of NSX by 
VMware, Palo Alto Networks and Arista Networks support 
business initiatives through increased automation and 
overcoming challenges associated with the tie between 
virtual resources and Physical Network and Security 
components. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

This technology spotlight discusses how to seamlessly 
integrate different vendor technologies solutions and 
unlock the full potential of the software-defined data 
centre, allowing organizations to: 

• Automate delivery of next-generation security 
services 

• Centrally manage and program all aspects of the 
network across both virtual and hardware 
components  

• Fully utilize a high performance networking 
solution coupled with lower Opex and Capex 
costs and maximum return on investment 

SDN provides an opportunity to fundamentally rethink 
how businesses operate the networks within their 
operation. One of the key barriers to achieving the true 
promise of a secure, agile, extensible, and flexible private 
cloud is the inability to deploy security services at the 
same pace as virtual machine deployments without 
compromising the level of protection needed. 
 
VMware and Palo Alto Networks have partnered to 
address these challenges. Using the NSX platform 
extensible service insertion and chaining capabilities, 
Palo Alto Networks builds on VMware’s native kernel-
based firewall capabilities to add next-generation security 
services. 
 
Palo Alto Networks offers a unique and modern approach 
to threat prevention that begins by proactively reducing 
the vulnerability of the network, then fully inspecting all 
allowed traffic for threats. The Palo Alto Networks Zero 
Trust model advocates stripping away all previous 
assumptions about trust in the network, and not trusting 
users, packets, interfaces or the network.  

NSX from VMware is a complete multi-hypervisor, multi-
cloud management network virtualization platform. 
Inserting other vendors’ services such as those of 
integrated software and hardware partners is applicable 
without compromising any aspect of the platform’s 
capabilities. 

The consolidated solution provides an integrated data 
centre design that allows organizations to unlock all the 
benefits of the software defined data centre, from 
optimized capacity utilization and operational efficiencies 
to greater flexibility and agility without compromising 
security. 
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COMBINED ARISTA EOS AND 
VMware NSX SOLUTION 

VMware and Arista Networks have aligned their visions 
for network virtualization to realize the full potential of the 
Software Defined Data Centre. VMware NSX works with 
any existing IP network, but the right coupling between 
NSX and Arista Networks delivers optimal data centre 
benefits.  

The combined Arista and VMware solution is based on 
Arista’s data centre class 10/40/100 GbE networking 
portfolio with Arista EOS and VMware NSX Virtual 
Networking and Security platform.  

The VMware NSX and Arista EOS combined solution 
offers the following benefits to deploying network 
virtualization within data centres built on the foundation of 
Arista's Software Defined Cloud Networking:  
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• Virtual and physical workloads can be connected 

on a common logical segment on-demand 

regardless of hypervisor, IP subnet or physical 

location  

• Holistic views of the virtual and physical topology 

increase operational efficiency  

• Network virtualization with NSX does not require 

IP multicast for learning or forwarding broadcast, 

unknown unicast or multicast packets  

• A single point of management and control via 

NSX APIs and EOS APIs to configure the logical 

networks across hypervisors and 

the physical network fabric.  
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Figure 1. Components of the NSX platform 
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PALO ALTO NETWORKS AND 
ARISTA NETWORKS ALIGNMENT 
 
Palo Alto Networks and Arista Networks have 
partnered to offer the highest performance next-
generation firewall implementation in the industry. 
 
By leveraging the extensibility built into every Arista 
Extensible Operating System (EOS), the Arista  
DirectFlow, and the unique deployment options offered 
by the Palo Alto Networks virtual-wire mode, we are 
able to deliver scale while ensuring flow symmetry. 
 
The Palo Alto Networks and Arista Networks solution 
focuses on delivering investment protection by 
horizontally scaling firewall performance to add 
capacity while maintaining sessions.  
 
Aside from firewall scaling, this concept can easily be 
applied to many other types of devices, for example 
IDS/IPS devices, proxies, antivirus pods, DDoS 
mitigation devices, WAN Optimizers.  
 
ARISTA DirectFlow  
 
Arista Networks DirectFlow technology allows for link-
aggregation of up to 32 10 Gigabit Ethernet 
connections. This creates a single logical interface of 
up to 320 Gbps across two chassis in an Active/Active 
topology, with no blocked paths. The technology will 
automatically balance traffic between the different links 
in the aggregated bundle. If any link or system is taken 
off-line, traffic will be automatically rebalanced among 
the remaining links, providing full HA functionality. 
 

PALO ALTO VIRTUAL WIRE 
TECHNOLOGY 
 
Palo Alto Networks’ unique Virtual-Wire technology can 
transparently perform line-rate next generation firewall 
protection, without requiring configuration changes to the 
data centre switches. 
	  
SCALABLE THROUGHPUT 
 
Combining the Arista DirectFlow and Palo Alto Networks’ 
Virtual-Wire technologies enables the Palo Alto Networks 
firewalls to inspect each link in the Arista Networks 
DirectFlow with minimal complexity and allows the 
firewall to scale as the data centre bandwidth 
requirements increase. 
	  
ARISTA EOS 
 
Arista EOS (Extensible Operating System) is designed to 
provide a foundation for the business needs of next-
generation data centres and cloud networks. It is also 
programmatic across all layers – Linux kernel, hardware 
forwarding tables, Virtual Machine orchestration, switch 
configuration, provisioning automation and detailed 
monitoring of the network. 
 
By leveraging the programmability of Arista Extensible 
Operating System (EOS) with the advanced security 
capabilities of a Palo Alto Networks next-generation 
firewall, Arista DirectFlow Assist enables a scale-out 
architecture where the switch can offload traffic from the 
firewall.  
	  

Figure 2. Arista Networks & NSX symmetric Scale configuration showing a 100 Gbps solution 
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IGX GLOBAL  
 
IGX Global has been providing technology sales, professional 
services and managed security services among leading 
vendors in information network and security for over a 
decade.  
 
Our consultants are experts in their field and can ensure 
seamless integration between physical and virtual resources 
and processes. Our team has multiple vendor accreditations 
to ensure that your environment is treated as an entire system 
rather than a collection of disparate parts. 
 
IGX Global has extensive experience in complete project life 
cycle management, from establishing requirements through 
delivery and into ongoing support. We focus on a combination 
of knowledge transfer, training and solution testing to support 
adoption of new technologies.  
 
We work with our clients to reduce operational cost of 
adoption and risk, supporting business initiatives through 
increased automation and overcoming challenges associated 
with the tie between virtual resources and physical network 
and security components by introducing a multi-vendor 
approach to deploying SDN. 
 
NSX is at the centre of the architecture discussed in this white 
paper. Our team trained at VMware HQ in Ireland and has 
undertaken projects for VMware Professional Service 
delivering for a number of large global blue chip clients. IGX 
Global is uniquely positioned to ensure the best experience 
for your organization when embracing Software Defined Data 
centre technologies; we have practical experience of the 
various multicast considerations, Zero trust models, best 
practices and all manner of NSX nuances. 
 
As industry veterans, IGX Global professional services enable 
customers to draw from a rich pool of seasoned network and 
security experts as and when they need it.  
 

 
 
 

MSSP OFFERING FROM IGX 
GLOBAL: 
 

• Cloud based real time log correlation and 

alerting platform (security incident and event 

monitoring and management (SIEM)) 

• Detect threats and breaches + meet compliance 

needs 

• Early breach discovery through real time 

analytics, event cross-correlation 

• Correlation, situational and contextual 

awareness - experienced SOC Analysts 

• Emphasis on technical competence, 

responsiveness, and flexibility as differentiators 

+ Portal, SLA Adherence, report generation 

• Comprehensive suite of offerings and core 

competencies 

• System Upgrades / Patches 
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Palo Alto Networks is the leading next-generation network 
security company. Its innovative platform allows enterprises, 
service providers, and government entities to secure their 
networks by safely enabling the increasingly complex and rapidly 
growing number of applications running on their networks and by 
providing prevention against cyber threats. 

Arista Networks was founded to deliver Cloud Networking 
Solutions for large data centre and computing environment. 
Arista’s award-winning best-of-breed 10, 40 and 100 Gigabit 
Ethernet switches redefine scalability, robustness, and price-
performance. At the core of Arista’s platform is EOS, a 
groundbreaking software architecture. 

VMware is the industry-leading virtualization software company. 
NSX is VMware’s leading network virtualization platform that 
delivers the operational model of a virtual machine for the 
network. Similar to virtual machines for compute, virtual networks 
are programmatically provisioned and managed independent of 
underlying hardware.  

IGX Global is the premium network and security integrator with 
four global locations across the United Kingdom and the USA, 
providing a complete lifecycle of security and network 
infrastructure services. IGX Global offers IT procurement and 
asset management, integration and remote services that scale 
across the SBM market to enterprise and service provider 
organisations. From cloud MSSP services, to managed 
integration services and data compliance, IGX Global offers 
international reach to any size company. 


